Software Developer/Engineer
Zurich or Mannheim

We are looking for a key person to join our team in Zurich or Mannheim in designing and innovating healthcare with chronic disease management and prevention.

Pathmate is an ETH Zurich and University of St. Gallen spinoff that builds scalable chronic care management solutions for healthcare players and patients. Pathmate’s «Digital Coaches» guide patients across major chronic disease states in their everyday life. We create hybrid solutions that not only support patients but also their therapists and healthcare providers. Pathmate is not single-disease or device-centric but aims to offer a truly exceptional personalized 1-on-1 support to each chronic patient. We build on several years of research at the Center for Digital Health Interventions (www.c4dhi.org).

What we offer
+ Work in an open-minded and agile startup environment.
+ Take responsibility early on and experience a steep learning curve.
+ Expect to have interesting, multifaceted tasks and great options for personal development and advancement.
+ Benefit from an interdisciplinary team of developers, psychologists, product owners and designers and a good work atmosphere.
+ Offices in Zurich and Mannheim and great networks with other startups.

What we are looking for (skills)
+ Passionate about healthcare innovation and proven experience in working in a startup/high growth environment. Open-minded attitude to working in a virtual and fast paced environment.
+ Relevant work experience in software development companies, preferably experience in a setting with high regulatory software requirements. You have a passion for IT security and data privacy aspects.
+ Software architect mindset and contributor to the core of our technology.
+ Create easy-to-read, scalable and well architected quality code for constant improvement.
+ You have a strong sense of accountability and like to using innovative tools and to continuously challenging and refining your workflow.
+ Collaborate with our interdisciplinary team of developers, psychologists, product owners, designers and backend developers.
+ Strong experience in Java and developing Java web container applications using Apache Tomcat.
+ Expertise in modern web technologies: JavaScript, React, React Native, Redux, Electron.
+ Expertise in RESTful APIs, relational and NoSQL databases.
+ Strong experience with testing processes and tool (e.g. Jest).
+ Proficiency in agile development projects and test-driven development.
Apply now

For more info on the role or to apply please send a CV and brief motivation letter to volland@pathmate-technologies.com.

If you have a Stack Overflow or GitHub profile (or similar), we encourage you to forward them along with other references such as published software or contributions to open source projects. We are looking forward to hearing from you!